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ANNUAL SUMMARY REPORT
This summary report is an outline of the “Put it Down” Distracted Driving Awareness Campaign that
was implemented for the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) District Six during the months
of February through April 2021. This public outreach effort was led by the District Six Community Traffic
Safety Program Coordinator as part of the FDOT Traffic Operations division. In line with FDOT’s mission,
which states that the Department is committed to “providing a safe transportation system that
ensures the mobility of people and goods and preserves the quality of our environment and
communities,” the campaign was designed to create awareness of the dangers of distracted driving
in order to keep the roadways safer.

1.0

CAMPAIGN DESCRIPTION

The mission of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) is to save lives, prevent
injuries, and reduce economic costs due to roadway traffic crashes. NHTSA, through the United States
Department of Transportation (USDOT), has developed a safety campaign regarding driver
distraction, a significant problem that is growing rapidly as the use of handheld communication
devices and other technologies continue to advance and become interwoven in the day-to-day
lives of drivers. As of January 1, 2020, law enforcement agencies within the State of Florida are
enforcing the primary law which prohibits drivers from texting and driving. The long-term priority of
the campaign is to eliminate crashes that are attributable to distracted driving and educate the
public on the law. In order to communicate this priority effectively, FDOT has developed a number
of programs and projects, including the “Put it Down” campaign which focuses on helping drivers:
•
•
•
•
•

To understand the problem of distracted driving
To recognize the risks and consequences associated with distracted driving
To implement specific steps to help eliminate distracted driving within their families, schools,
businesses, or organizations
To keep themselves, other drivers, passengers, and pedestrians safe on our roadways
To understand the distracted driving law in Florida

The key strategy of this year’s campaign was to reengage partners and build partnerships within the
community that would maximize their communications resources and help spread the safety
message. Because the risks associated with distracted driving are applicable to all drivers, this year’s
campaign not only targeted younger drivers between the ages of 16 and 24, but all drivers in MiamiDade and Monroe counties. As a result, the team sought out partnerships with local municipalities,
organizations and academic institutions in order to reach the target audience effectively through
the distribution of multilingual collateral materials including a campaign poster, interactive email
blasts, web/TV banners and mainly social media messaging.
1.1

CAMPAIGN LIMITS

This campaign’s limits were within the boundaries of FDOT District Six, which includes both MiamiDade and Monroe counties. The branded elements implemented as part of the District Six campaign
were developed exclusively by the District’s team of FDOT personnel and consultants.
1.2

CAMPAIGN TEAM

The team was led by the District Six Community Traffic Safety Program Coordinator, Carlos Sarmiento,
and District Six Communications Manager, Tish Burgher. The consulting firm that facilitated the
campaign was Media Relations Group, LLC. Additionally, Graph Code was responsible for updating
the partner resources website.
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The first meeting of the 2021 team was held in January 2021. Subsequent meetings were held as
needed to review materials, arrange for production of collaterals or coordination.

2.0

CAMPAIGN GOALS

The campaign’s main goal was to increase awareness regarding the dangers of distracted driving.
The team was given the following scope of work to achieve these goals:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Further develop “Put it Down” logo/brand and messaging and produce all relevant
collateral materials
Educated drivers regarding texting and driving laws
Partnership development and regular team progress meetings with FDOT CTST Coordinator
Coordinate a Virtual Partner Kick-off Meeting to launch the campaign
Focus on graphically appealing messages and further develop social networking strategies
Work with campaign partners to disseminate campaign messaging via existing
communications resources

The statewide campaign required the implementation of a safety pledge – a documented
commitment to driver safety that was distributed at outreach events throughout Florida. Copies of
these forms would be kept by the driver and serve as a tangible reminder of the dangers of distracted
driving. Through the leadership of the campaign partners, the commitment to the no-texting pledge
was successful in gaining support of the campaign and its overall goals.
CAMPAIGN PLEDGE CARD
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2.1

GOAL COMPARISON – 2011-2021
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

PARTNERS

13

40

98

108

112

120

135

160

68

OUTREACH
EVENTS

22

40

73

72

64

53

78

157

0

6.0
million

40.3
million

38.6
million

61.5
million

114.5
million

76.2
million

153.8
million

353.3
million

65.8
million*

CAMPAIGN
IMPRESSIONS

*Using data from partner surveys, an estimated 65,790,211 impressions were made during the 2021
campaign. This was a limited campaign compared to previous years due to pandemic conditions
and public safety guidelines.

Note: Number of impressions reported by partners as of May 28, 2021; does not include every instance of people
who viewed the campaign posters, articles, and some news stories.

3.0

PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

The team focused on developing partners that would help to effectively spread the safety message
and provide materials and resources that would assist in this endeavor.
The following methods of contributing to the campaign were suggested to potential partners:
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.1

Promoting the campaign message within their organizations
Using internal and external communication methods to disseminate “Put It Down”
messaging, achievements and success stories, and provide information about how others
can get involved
Teaming with local law enforcement and community members to support their efforts to
improve safe driving patterns in the community
Working with local media outlets to reach as many people as possible
Participating in or sponsoring one or more of the local outreach events
Providing educational and promotional items to distribute at local outreach events
STRATEGY AND APPROACH

A preliminary list of potential partners (including agencies that were involved in previous District Six
safety campaigns) was identified by the team. The team was tasked with making preliminary contact
with each potential partner and gauging their interest in joining the campaign. Based on their level
of interest, follow-up meetings with key personnel were scheduled in order to discuss the details of
the campaign and determine what resources were available.
An introductory package for campaign partners was developed for these meetings, along with other
collateral materials that highlighted the campaign’s look and messaging. As new and existing
partners confirmed their participation, their respective logos were added to the campaign materials
in order to highlight their commitment to the campaign and to public safety.
Contributions from partners were limited to existing budgets and resources; however, all opportunities
for increasing outreach and dissemination of collaterals were researched and, if feasible, were
implemented as part of the campaign.
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3.2

CAMPAIGN PARTNERS

The partners’ logos were included on the campaign email blasts and website. Representatives from
each partner agency/organization were invited to participate in a Virtual Partner Kick-off Meeting
where the campaign was officially launched, and the collateral materials were unveiled. The Partner
Kick-off Meeting was held on February 25, 2021. Below is a list of the official partners that joined the
2021 Distracted Driving Awareness Campaign.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AA Auto Traffic School & Class "E"
Testing Center
AT&T
Bal Harbour Village Police
Bean Automotive Group (Lexus of
Kendall, Kendall Toyota, Lexus Of West
Kendall, West Kendall Toyota)
City of Aventura Police Department
City of Coral Gables
City of Doral Police Department
City of Key West and Police
Department
City of Layton
City of Marathon
City of Miami
City of Miami Beach Police
Department
City of Miami Gardens
City of Miami Gardens Police
Department
City of Sunny Isles Beach Police
Department
Community Traffic Safety Team
Coral Gables Police Department
FDOT District Six
Florida Department of Health - MiamiDade
Florida Department of Health Monroe
Florida Highway Patrol
Florida International University
Florida International University Police
Department
Florida's Turnpike Enterprise
Ford Motor Company Fund &
Community Services
Governors Highway Safety Association
(GHSA)
Hope for Miami
Kiddos Magazine
KIDZ Neuroscience Center at the
Miami Project to Cure Paralysis (Walk
Safe/Bike Safe)
Mack Cycle & Fitness

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Miami Dade College Eduardo J.
Padron Campus
Miami Kids Magazine
Miami Shores Village
Miami Shores Village Police
Department
Miami Springs Police Department
Miami-Dade College
Miami-Dade College Kendall Campus
Miami-Dade College North Campus
Miami-Dade college Wolfson Campus
Miami-Dade County - Dept. of
Transportation and Public Works
Miami-Dade County Communications
and Customer Experience
Department
Miami-Dade County Schools
Miami-Dade Expressway Authority
Miami-Dade Fire and Rescue
Miami-Dade Police Department
Miami-Dade Transportation Planning
Organization (TPO)
Monroe County Sheriff's Office
Nicklaus Children’s Hospital
North Bay Village
North Bay Village Police Department
Port Miami Tunnel
South Florida Regional Transportation
Authority (SFRTA)
St. Thomas University
State Farm
Sun Guide TMC - District VI
Town of Bay Harbor Islands
Town of Bay Harbor Islands Police
Department
Town of Cutler Bay
Town of Cutler Bay Police Department
Town of Medley
Town of Medley Police Department
Town of Miami Lakes
Town of Miami Lakes Department of
Communications and Community
Affairs
Uber Technologies in Florida

•
•

University of Miami Police Department
Village of Biscayne Park

•
•

Village of Key Biscayne Police
Department
Village of Palmetto Bay

PARTNERSHIP CONTRIBUTIONS

3.3

Following is an overview of each partner’s contributions and involvement throughout the campaign.
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Bal Harbour Village Police
o Facebook and Instagram were used to display campaign messaging to the
Department’s 4,828 combined followers.
o Approximately 50 campaign tip cards were distributed.
Bean Automotive Group
o Various social media platforms were used to display posters and campaign
messaging to 30,000 combined followers.
o Campaign images were displayed on the dealer’s TV monitors reaching over 30,000
views.
City of Coral Gables
o Social media messaging was distributed to the City’s 19,000 Facebook and 4,600
Twitter followers on fourteen occasions.
o Campaign eblasts were posted on the City’s website.
City of Doral Police Department
o Campaign eblasts were distributed on four occasions reaching 400 recipients.
o Social media messaging was used to reach 5,500 Twitter and 7,500 Instagram
followers.
City of Key West and Police Department
o The Department distributed 15 campaign posts to its 27,000 Facebook followers.
City of Layton
o Campaign email blasts were distributed reaching about 26,520 views.
City of Marathon
o Social media messaging was used to reach the City’s 8,721 Facebook followers on
seven occasions.
City of Miami
o The City shared campaign messaging with 250,000 social media followers on two
occasions.
City of Miami Gardens
o Social media messaging was used to reach the Town’s 5,900 Facebook, 3,500 Twitter
and 6,000 Instagram followers.
o Campaign eblasts were also distributed three times to 29,250 recipients.
City of Miami Gardens Police Department
o Social media messaging was used to reach 13,980 views.
Community Traffic Safety Team (CTST)
o Campaign eblasts were distributed to at least 300 individuals on three occasions.
o Over 300 tip cards were distributed.
Coral Gables Police Department
o Social media messaging was used to reach the Department’s 1,120 Facebook, 3,374
Twitter and 2,581 Instagram followers.
FDOT District Six
o Social media messaging was used to reach the District’s 5,110 Twitter, 1,100
Facebook and 726 Instagram followers.
o Three campaign email blasts were delivered to an estimated 200 individuals.
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•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

Florida Department of Health (Miami-Dade County)
o Campaign email blasts were distributed two times to 921 recipients.
Florida Department of Health (Monroe County)
o Campaign email blasts were distributed reaching about 300 individuals.
o Approximately 1,200 tip cards were distributed at community events.
Florida International University (FIU)
o Campaign messaging was featured on FIU’s electronic messaging boards reaching
approximately 60,000-70,000 people daily.
o Social media messaging was utilized to reach 53,800 Twitter followers.
Florida International University Police Department
o Facebook was used to display campaign messaging to the Department’s 3,000
followers.
o Campaign eblasts were distributed two times to 25 individuals.
o Approximately 50 tip cards were distributed.
Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise (FTE)
o Social media messaging was utilized to reach 109,875 views.
o Campaign images were displayed at gas station pump cameras reaching over one
million vehicles.
Kiddos Magazine
o Campaign eblasts were distributed to 13,000 individuals at one time.
o Social media messaging was used to reach 1,861 Facebook, 819 Twitter and 6,980
Instagram followers.
KIDZ Neuroscience Center at the Miami Project to Cure Paralysis (Walk Safe/Bike Safe) –
University of Miami
o Two WalkSafe and BikeSafe tweets and social media messages were posted
reaching a total of 3,698 Twitter and 1,677 Facebook followers.
Miami Kids Magazine
o Campaign eblasts were distributed to more than 16,000 subscribers on three
occasions.
o Approximately 5,000 materials were distributed throughout the campaign at various
events.
o Social media messaging was used to reach over 115,000 viewers.
Miami Springs Police Department
o Social media messaging was used to reach 1,760 followers.
Miami Dade College (MDC)
o Social media messaging was utilized to reach the campus 146,000 social media
followers.
o Campaign images were also displayed on the campus TV monitors, reaching over
24,000 views.
o Campaign eblasts were distributed to MDC’s 20,000 subscribers on three occasions.
Miami Dade College Kendall Campus
o Campaign eblasts were distributed to 5,277 subscribers on three occasions.
o Social media messaging was used to reach MDC’s Kendall Campus’ 1,507 Instagram
followers.
Miami Dade College North Campus
o Campaign eblasts were distributed to MDC’s 150 active subscribers.
o Social media messaging was used to reach 181 Instagram followers.
Miami Dade College Wolfson Campus
o Social media messages were used to reach over 100,000 views.
o Approximately 500 campaign collaterals were distributed.
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•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Miami-Dade County Public Schools (MDCPS)
o Social media messaging was distributed on the MDCPS Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram accounts reaching approximately 226,500 followers.
Miami-Dade Police Department
o Campaign messaging was distributed to the Department’s 30,400 Nextdoor
subscribers.
o Also, campaign eblasts were distributed to 30,400 recipients three times.
Miami-Dade Transportation Planning Organization (TPO)
o Campaign eblasts were distributed to 5,000 recipients three times during the
campaign.
o Social media messaging was distributed to the TPO’s 1,000 Facebook followers.
Monroe County Sheriff’s Office
o Campaign eblasts were distributed to 350 recipients five times during the campaign.
o Approximately 2000 tip cards were distributed.
o Social media messaging was also utilized to reach 55,000 Facebook and 17,000
Twitter followers.
Nicklaus Children’s Hospital
o Social media messaging was utilized to reach 17,000 Facebook and 32,400 Twitter
followers.
North Bay Village / North Bay Village Police Department
o Social media messaging was used to reach the Village’s 1,005 Instagram, 1,030
Facebook, 829 Twitter and 285 LinkedIn followers.
State Farm
o Campaign messages were published on their social media with an estimated 7,500
views.
o Three email blasts were distributed to approximately 1,000 subscribers.
SunGuide TMC - District Six
o One campaign email blast was distributed to 90 people.
o Dynamic Messaging System (DMS) signs displayed campaign messaging reaching
millions of drivers throughout Miami-Dade and Monroe Counties.
Town of Cutler Bay
o Campaign messaging was utilized to reach approximately 66,165 Facebook views.
Town of Miami Lakes
o Social media messaging was distributed fifteen times during the campaign to reach
approximately 750,000 social media views.
University of Miami (UM) Police Department
o Approximately 300 tip cards were distributed at various tabling events.
o Social media messaging was used to reach 3,027 Facebook, 1,730 Instagram and
4,796 Twitter followers on multiple occasions.
Village of Palmetto Bay
o Social media messaging was utilized ten times to reach the Village’s 7,779 Facebook
followers.
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4.0

CAMPAIGN SCHEDULE
WEEK

OFFICIAL CAMPAIGN SCHEDULE

(Sunday-Saturday)

February 21 - 27

•

Virtual Partner Kick-off Meeting (February 25)

February 28 - March 6

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Campaign Launch – March 1
Social Media Post #1
Social Media Post #2
Email Blast #1
Social Media Post #3
Social Media Post #4
Social Media Post #5
Social Media Post #6

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social Media Post #7
Social Media Post #8
Email Blast #2
Social Media Post #9
Social Media Post #10
Social Media Post #11
Social Media Post #12

•
•
•
•
•

Social Media Post #13
Social Media Post #14
Email Blast #3
Social Media Post #15
Campaign wrap-up

March 7 - 13
March 14 - 20
March 21 - 27
March 28 - April 3
April 4 - 10
April 11 - 17
April 18 -24
May

4.1

OUTREACH EVENTS

Due to the current pandemic guidelines, the typical outreach events were not held. FDOT did not
host or attend any outreach events during this campaign, however several partners held events.
4.2

MULTI-AGENCY ENFORCEMENT OPERATIONS

Several multi-agency enforcement operations took place during the campaign and Distracted
Driving campaign materials were distributed at each one. The purpose of the operations was for the
citation of drivers and for public education and awareness of the dangers of distracted driving,
aggressive driving, speeding, red-light running, move-over law violation, seat belt compliance, and
general traffic safety. These educational/enforcement details were a success. Through the mutualaid agreement and the Community Traffic Safety Team (CTST) program, participating agencies were
effectively able to educate the general public on traffic safety and those that violated traffic safety
laws were cited accordingly.
Date
JANUARY 28, 2021
MARCH 11, 2021
APRIL 14, 2021

Location
Various locations in the municipality of Miami Gardens.
Various locations in the municipality of North Miami.
Various locations in the municipalities of Bal Harbour, Surfside and Sunny Isles Beach.
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5.0

OTHER CAMPAIGN MESSAGING

5.1

FDOT DISTRICT SIX’S WEBSITE

Additional resources such as websites, social media and media coverage were used to spread the
campaign messaging.
FDOT District Six approved the use of its website (under the URL www.fdotmiamidade.com) as a
communications resource to promote the 2021 “Put it Down” campaign. The campaign website was
posted at www.fdotmiamidade.com/putitdown.
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Partners were also provided an internal website where they could access campaign materials and
updates throughout the campaign (fdotsafetyresources.com). This was created to reduce the
number of internal emails distributed throughout the campaign, streamline the distribution of
materials and provide training videos.

5.2

WEB/TV BANNERS/SOCIAL MEDIA

Campaign partners were asked to display the “Put it Down” web banner on their websites, as well as
TVs and electronic monitors at their facilities. Partners also posted social media images and videos
on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and other platforms.
5.3

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT (PSA)

The campaign PSA was available in :15, :30
and :60 second versions in both English and
Spanish. The PSA was utilized by partners via
social media, local and international
television as well as websites. Additionally, the
PSA was shown on gas station TV monitors
throughout
Miami-Dade
and
Monroe
counties, reaching approximately 421,960
individuals, as well as on Freebee vehicles in
the Coral Gables and downtown Miami
reaching more than 6 million people.
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In addition to Gas Station TV ads and Freebee, the campaign was advertised using Eikon reaching
more than 1.9 million individuals.
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6.0

FUTURE CAMPAIGN GOALS

As the team looks forward to future campaigns, there are certain goals that should be incorporated
into our outreach efforts. They include the following:

6.1

•

Develop More Key Partnerships – By working with additional partners, including private sector,
we will receive additional resources, marketing and collateral materials including giveaways,
key contacts, and possibly even additional grants/funding for future campaigns.

•

Maximize Digital Campaign and Social Networking Strategy – Continuing to develop the
social media strategy is crucial to reaching a wider audience in future campaigns, especially
when targeting younger demographic groups. Utilizing social media networks is a simple and
effective way to post campaign content/messaging, and facilitate the distribution of
information quickly, thereby turning the audience into active partners in the campaign.

•

Focus on Community Outreach – Working with local law enforcement, we hope to identify
areas that are impacted by distracted driving the most. Once we determine these target
areas that would benefit from grassroots community outreach, we will develop a plan to
disseminate campaign messaging in the most effective way for that area.
CAMPAIGN PROCESSES

In order to efficiently and effectively run a successful campaign, it is important to designate processes
with strategic milestones. The following three-tiered campaign plan simplifies the processes:

Pre-Campaign

Campaign Run

Post-Campaign

•Before the campaign is
officially launched
•Adequate time and efforts
are needed to research
new safety information,
create/develop new
collateral materials,
solidify existing
partnerships and pursue
new ones

•During the actual
campaign run
•It is vital to ensure that
personnel resources are
available for all planned
and impromptu campaign
events and outreach
opportunities
•Media opportunities
should be continuously
pursued to enhance the
campaign’s presence
•Social media collaterals
and information should be
consistently disseminated
to/via campaign partners
to further extend the
campaign’s reach

•The success of every
campaign is measured by the
results yielded by its efforts
•The “Put it Down” Campaign
has shown consistent
increase in outreach,
partnerships and media
exposure
• A campaign report not only
is a vital document that
showcases these
accomplishments, but also
serves as a reminder for
partners on why their input
and stewardship make a
significant difference.
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7.0

CAMPAIGN FEEDBACK

“Great campaign, we hope that is helping save many lives.”
-City of Marathon
“The information received was very detailed and helpful for members of our community.”
- City of Miami Gardens Police Department
“Excellent campaign, great teamwork and materials.”
- Community Traffic Safety Teams (CTST)
“The materials we received were a great resource for our residents and visitors.”
- Florida Department of Health - Monroe
“We loved participating in this campaign, and we would like to continue to be a part of it. Safe
driving is so important for our community, and the graphics provided were direct and to the point.
The messaging was effective, and we hope it resonated well with our audience.”
- Nicklaus Children’s Hospital
“Great job as always!”
- SunGuide TMC - District Six
“This campaign is very helpful to the public.”
- Town of Golden Beach Police Department
“Thank you to the FDOT team for always going above and beyond for their partners to make these
campaigns successful.”
- Town of Miami Lakes
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Appendix A – Campaign Poster: English
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Appendix A – Campaign Poster: English (Version 2)
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Appendix A – Campaign Poster: Spanish
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Appendix A – Campaign Poster: Creole
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Appendix B – Campaign Email Blasts (Partner Email)
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Appendix B – Campaign Email Blast (#1)
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Appendix B – Campaign Email Blast (#2)
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Appendix B – Campaign Email Blast (#3)
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Appendix C – Campaign Web Banner

Campaign TV Banners
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Appendix C – Campaign TV Banners
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Appendix D – Social Media Campaign Messaging
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Appendix D – Social Media Campaign Messaging
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Appendix E – Other Campaign Coverage
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Appendix E – Other Campaign Coverage
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Appendix F – Campaign Social Media Coverage
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Appendix F – Campaign Social Media Coverage
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Appendix F – Campaign Social Media Coverage
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Appendix F – Campaign Social Media Coverage
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Appendix F – Campaign Social Media Coverage
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Appendix F – Campaign Social Media Coverage
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Appendix F – Campaign Social Media Coverage
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Appendix F – Campaign Social Media Coverage
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Appendix F – Campaign Social Media Coverage
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Appendix F – Campaign Social Media Coverage
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Appendix F – Campaign Social Media Coverage
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Appendix F – Campaign Social Media Coverage
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